
June 2023

Dear CWR/PTM Friend and Partner,

T
wo friends had been drinking at their local bar most of the night, and now they were finishing

their evening by watching the 11:00 news. The lead story was about a despondent man

standing on the side of a bridge threatening to jump. As viewers watched footage of the man

poised to jump, the newscaster promised to get back to the story after a short commercial break. 

Don, thinking that his friend Gary had not seen the 6:00 news which showed footage of the man

eventually jumping off the bridge, said to Gary “I’ll bet you $20 that he is going to jump!” Gary

enthusiastically replied, “Deal! I don’t think he will. It’s a bet.” 

When the 11:00 news resumed after a “short break” the same footage shown on the earlier 6:00

newscast of the man jumping was replayed. When Gary reached into his pocket, his friend, Don,

thinking better of his subterfuge, refused to accept the $20 bill, confessing it wasn’t really a fair bet

because he had seen the earlier newscast of the man jumping. 

Gary, whose thinking was a bit blurred by his consumption of alcohol said, “No, you keep it. I

saw the 6:00 news as well. I knew he jumped then. I just didn’t think he would do it again.”

Here’s the question for you and me: Will the same thing as we saw on the 6:00 news (or read in

our newspaper ten years ago—or read in our history books about events 100 or more years ago) will

those same things, or at least similar things, happen again? 

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.—George Santayana (1863-1952)

Not long ago my wife and I were having dinner with two new friends, who told us of their

escape, as young children with their parents, from totalitarian communism. The husband was taken

to Thailand by his parents from Cambodia, where Pol Pot (depicted in the 1984 movie “The Killing

Fields”) killed millions of educated and professional people, purging all who might oppose him. The

eventual wife of this young man was living as a young girl in a Chinese community in Saigon, as the

North Vietnamese invaded and conquered South Vietnam. 

Both husband and wife, who would later meet in the United States, marry, attend university and

enjoy productive professional careers and raise a family, were young “boat people”—desperate

refugees who were taken by their parents and barely escaped with their lives from these tyrannical

and despotic regimes. Sponsored by Christians, they and their families came to the United States,

with nothing… and now, given the self-sacrifices of their parents and their willingness to work hard,

have achieved the “American Dream.” 

When I asked them what they thought, given their real and life-threatening experiences, about

the love affair many in this country (to which they relocated for safety and security) now have with

“cancel culture” they both shook their heads. They said it seemed like many, particularly young

people in our world today, have not read recent history, or if they have, they apparently do not

realize how quickly life can change. They are saddened because the same or similar rhetoric of
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radical socialism is receiving such an enthusiastic response… with apparently little understanding

about where it can all lead… and where it did lead in the recent past. 

Things do happen over and over again—and they are endlessly replayed in history books much

like the video footage of the man jumping off the bridge, aired during the 6:00 news and then again

at 11:00. 

What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun.

—Ecclesiastes 1:9 

Others today, seeing what is unfolding in our society, our media, our universities, our

courtrooms and on our streets are saying, just like so many others before them have, that what we

are seeing is fulfilled prophecy and that the Second Coming of Jesus is “nigh” (apparently using King

James English makes some feel more spiritual and “special”). 

Others ventured into the controversy about government enforcement of vaccinations in the

midst of the COVID pandemic by suggesting those who submitted to a vaccination received the

“mark of the beast” (Revelation 13:16-18). Such a subjective, superstitious interpretation suggests

that there are folks who believe anything (particularly in the political arena) with which they

disagree is the “mark of the beast.” Some people are fond of wrapping their mind around

something they already believe—creating their own reality. But thinking about something does

not make it true. Thinking that something is true does not make it real. 

Prediction addiction—consumed with anxiety about “current news” and how it allegedly relates to

the Second Coming is yet another fatally flawed human endeavor, one that has destroyed the lives

of people just as surely as has totalitarian communism. For the past 200 years especially, since the

days of a man named John Nelson Darby (1800-1882), people have been getting “hooked” on the

highs of “knowing” the “true” meaning of Bible prophecy—“true” meanings which have failed over

and over again. Thus, it would seem logical it is blatantly obvious these speculations are far from

the truth! But sadly, many are unwilling to read this lesson of history and learn from it.

Let us learn the lessons of history:

• Let us realize that governments and societies in the kingdoms of this world endlessly repeat

the same old flawed ideas, over and over and over again. Let us realize that what we are seeing is

not new, it’s the same old, same old garbage that keeps people as far away from Jesus as possible. 

• Let us realize that wringing our hands, endlessly addicted to predictions, is not the gospel of

Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ will eventually return—but of that day and hour knows no man or woman.

Our life in Christ does not consist of identifying “signs of the times” that will help us know how near

the Second Coming is. Our life in Christ is all about following Jesus Christ, living out our lives in

service and self-sacrifice to others, whether Jesus returns tomorrow or 10 or 20 or more years from

now! 

• Let us realize that truth and reality absolutely reside in and through Jesus Christ. 

A Christ-centered focus will help us “see” foibles and pitfalls, errors and mistakes with greater

clarity (not perfectly, however)… and learn from them. A Christ-centered focus helps us learn from

our own past, and rather than be filled with shame and regrets, resolve to move forward, in Christ,

and follow him. 

As Christ-followers we are on the road—the sign on the side of the road identifies it as the
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“Jesus Way.” We are going somewhere, with Jesus. He is the leader of our life. He is the pioneer who

blazes the trail. He is the captain of our salvation. 

As we “grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 3:18) we

are continually learning and maturing in Christ. We are gradually and continuously being converted

from who we have been and where we have been to who we are now in Christ and where we are

going as we follow him. We are being transformed, by God, into a new creation in Christ. “The old

has gone, the new is here!” (2 Corinthians 5:17). 

Some old spiritual maps are still accurate—other spiritual maps need to be redrawn. Nothing

at all regarding the kingdom of God and our journey toward it is absolute other than Jesus Christ.

Nothing. Only Jesus. All Jesus all the time!

Nothing in this world is more difficult or beautiful or real than love. God is love. 

I am particularly fond of a passage from The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott Peck:

What happens when one has striven long and hard to develop a working view of the world, a seemingly useful,

workable map, and then is confronted with new information suggesting that view is wrong and the map needs to

be largely redrawn? The painful effort required seems frightening, almost overwhelming. What we do more often

than not, and usually unconsciously, is ignore the new information... We may denounce the new information as

false, dangerous, heretical, the work of the devil. We may actually crusade against it, and even attempt to

manipulate the world so as to make it conform to our view of reality. Sadly, such a person, may expend much

more energy ultimately in defending an outmoded view of the world than it would have required to revise and

correct it in the first place.

Thank you for your part in this ongoing ministry, as we collectively seek to point people to Jesus

Christ, as we seek to serve others in Jesus’ name. We all, as we collectively travel and move forward

in Christ, are dedicated to Jesus, the author and finisher of our salvation, our beginning and our

end, “fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfector of faith” (Hebrews 12:2).

Until next time, I am yours in Christ—your brother in Christ,

Greg Albrecht

President, Plain Truth Ministries

PS. We share this note of thanks from a friend in North Carolina:

As Romans 10:14-15 says, “Beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news.” The great news of the love of

Jesus and His grace is beautiful. Your audio messages are a breath of fresh air. They are so true and beautiful...a tiny

ripple of hope in the darkest night. Thank you so much for all you do. I love PTM!
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CWR/PTM Prayer List—June 2023
These requests for prayer represent just a few of the thousands we receive and pray for. We invite you

to join us in praying for these and the others that space does not permit us to include here. Thanks

for joining with us as a CWR/PTM Prayer Partner.

Thank you all for your prayers on behalf of my oldest brother, age 70, for his surgery and healing of his intestinal blockage.

The surgeons were shocked at his recovery and told him he’s healing up just like an 18-year-old. Praise God!—Virginia

I’m asking for prayers for the grief our family is enduring. We have lost seven members of our family over the past year.

Please pray for comfort and encouragement from our dear Lord.—Arizona

I lost my father about a year ago and now my mother is institutionalized in a home as she suffers from Alzheimer’s. I have

lived apart from God for so long it is awkward to ask for prayers, but I would truly appreciate them, and I thank all those at

PTM in advance.—England 

Thanks to God, and thanks to the prayers of friends and family, not the least of which were all those offered by PTM Friends

and Partners, I have survived the loss of two close family members. I’m also now facing worrisome deterioration of my

eyesight. I thank you all for the prayers before, and ask for prayer once again about my eyes.—North Carolina

My mother was in a car accident recently, her fault, and thankfully she survived. She experienced another one shortly after,

and I wonder whether she needs to give up driving. But I don’t know how to talk to her about it. I ask for wisdom as we in

the family attempt to best comfort, protect and care for my mother.—Colorado

Please pray for us. My family is in a huge mess, and it all stems from heated arguments about politics over the past few

years. I know others must be in the same boat—may we all forgive, repent and be reconciled, in Christ.—Ohio

Please pray for an end to the suffering and continued atrocities due to the war in Ukraine.—New York

My husband and I just appreciate this ministry so much. It’s so wonderful to know the grace of Jesus. We pray for everyone

involved in this ministry and we love you always.—Texas  

Please pray for my wife’s family, that they will receive God’s peace after enduring the abuse of religion.—California

Please continue to pray for my young son to quit drinking alcohol. In spite of his drinking, he’s such a good husband, father

and son.—Arizona

Please pray for my husband. His right eye causes him pain depending on how much he stresses it. He’s gone to four

specialists and had cataract surgery on the eye.—North Carolina

Please pray for my husband who is having a test run on his kidneys. We pray that nothing serious is going on. Also, please

pray for my sister who is struggling with heart issues.—Kentucky

Please pray for my daughter who is going to have an MRI. The doctors found a spot on her liver. Please pray for me also, as

I will be having eye surgery soon.—West Virginia

Please pray for my sister who almost died from COVID 19. She is still suffering the after-effects. Please also pray for healing

of my skin cancer.—Wisconsin

Please pray for the improved mental, spiritual and physical health of my sister.—New York

Please pray for my friend who is recovering from a recent stroke. She is doing physical rehab to regain her motor skills and

hopes to be able to drive again.—Texas

Our Father in Heaven: We thank you for your grace, mercy and love. You love each of these individuals,

and we thank you in advance for the answers you will provide for each request. With thanksgiving for our

Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, our suffering servant who heals us, in whose name we pray—Amen.

Plain Truth Ministries’ CWR/PTM Prayer List is provided as a service to our Friends and Partners. 


